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Recently, I used a focus group in a usability study of an
interface prototype as a balance for a laboratory observation.
The clients for this usability study wanted a sense of
whether their interface was attractive to a range of users,
whether the range of users understood the product, and
whether the users could use the interface quickly; they also
wanted user feedback on a list of potential features they
could include in the next phase of development. Because of
very limited resources available for the usability study, and

because of the disparate questions the clients had, a focus
group for some new users was used to supplement a
laboratory observation and interview of other new users.
This paper reports on what strengths and weaknesses these
methods yielded as complementary approaches to testing the
usability of interface prototypes.

The pairing of focus groups with laboratory observation is
an instance of one of researchdesigners’ long-standing
goals, namely, that data be as gathered as richly aspossible.
We can seedesigners Each for richness in most usability
studies, even in so simple a design as adding an interview
to an observation. In adding a method to the design, the
study invokes the two aspects of multiple methods --
complementary and converging measures. The interview
offers the user’s holistic perspective on the use, which both
adds richness to the observations and tests interpretations
about user actions during observations. It provides a
quality of extension and a quality of analysis.

This extension and testing of observation adds depth to
research findings. Nowhere is this need more important
than during the development of products --a time when
quality information about users needs to be delivered to
developers quickly and thoughtfully. Studies conducted
during development serve as litmus for developers, and thus
steer aspects of the development. But those same studies
are conducted under tremendous time pressure, making
multiple methods a tempting sacrifice.
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This discussion aims to support those usability researchers
who are struggling to use multiple methods in those
pressure cooker studies of prototyps.

Part 1: On Multiple Methods

COMPARING COMPLEMENTARY METHODS AND
CONVERGING MEASURES

Multiple methods, as I’m using the term, refers to efforts in
study design to assemble evidence from more than one
souxce of information. At times discussed under the aegis
of complementary methods, or converging measures, or
triangulation, the deployment of multiple methods is
widely accepted in social science, which points to
widespread agreement that an interpretation is stronger
(more convincing, more rigorous, or more valid) when it is
built out of a variety of types of evidence. But
“complement@’ and “converging”, the two key
components of multiple methods, refer to two opposing
activities -- the complemental urge one that extends the
net of data gathering to include whatever seems appropriate
and the converging urge one that sets up multiple measures
of phenomena in order to test various observations.
“Complementary” is a gregarious and additive move, while
“converging” is an analytic one. Still, they ~-e coupled in
many discussions because they are the activities of multiple
measurement.

Complementary methods, converging measures, and
triangulation are embraced by most social science
methodologists (Eisner and Peshkin, 1990 Van Maanen,
1988; Yin, 1984; Lauer and Asher, 1988; Doheny-Farina
and Odell, 1988; Fowler, 1984; Kirk and Miller, 1986).
One reason lies with the featuring of multiple observation.

Methodologists tend to distrust every measwe,
acknowledging all measures are approximations. This leads
them to distrust an interpretation that is built on one
measurement. If a usability researcher, for example,
conducts a study where the users do not read kelow the fiist
inch on each page, and concludes that alt important
information needs to be on the fiist inch, methodologists
will question the interpretation. But, if a number of
measurements (taken at different times, by different
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researchers, using different materials, using different
subjects, etc.) agree (or replicate), the methodologists
become more satisfied with the interpretation. If a variety
of measures show similar results from their differing
viewpoints, methodologists are even more satisfied with the
evidence for an interpretation. For example, if a field study
that looked at documentation found notes and underlinings
only within the first inch, or if interviews found people
could answer questions that were answered in the first inch
more frequently than the bottom inch, etc., the finding of

the original lab study would be strengthened. Multiple
methods, then, are a sensible research design goal, and they
are extremely important in areas where the work done is in
large part qualitative or where it depends on the study of few
subjects.

In usability research, however, there are no clear guidelines
for researchers who are trying to asse~mblea design that uses
multiple methods sensibly. Case study research has Yin
(1984), ethnography has Denzin (1989), experimental
reseamh has such clear guideline that the ground is covered
in most methods texts. Usability research of products under
development, because it is often qualitative (Campbell,
Mack, and Roemer, 1989), finds its work more situated in
the needs of particular projects and less boxed into particular
methodologies. This coin has two sides: usability
researchers can design imovative research methods, but they

have few of the traditional assurances afforded to the
methods developed carefully inside various fields. A
multiple methods approach is helpful here. It gives
designers a strategy that makes sense to reseamhem in other
mess at the same time as it allows them to design studies
that answer the questions pertinent to the project.

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS? LABORATORY
OBSERVATION AND FOCUS GIROUPS AS
PAlRED METHODS

Most classifications of usability methods assign laboratory
observation and focus groups to different types of research
questions (Dieli 1986; Sullivan 1989a and b), the former
gathering data about users’ processes and the later gathering
group opinions and ranges of opinion. Lab-based
observation, used generally to refer tcl the family of
methods employing a laboratory setting, is probably the
most common means of gathering usability data on
computer products. Sophisticated labs can gather
information about keystrokes, can audio and videotape
users, can allow observers to watch unseen and code on the
fly, and can even do some computer amalysis of tapes.
These settings are ideal for gathering process-level
information about how various users can go about using
products. They are less ideal for gathering actual use
information, learning over time information, social
influence information, and generalized responses.

The interview is often used to complement Iabomtory
observations of a user’s process. In it,, the researcher can

ask the users what they found harder and easier, what they
remember, or what they preferred, and then check their post
hoc responses against their actions in the session. The
interview data helps confii some findings, shed light on
some confusing spots, and, yes, confuse some findings.
“What they did can be matched against “what they thought
they did” to answer more global questions about
understanding and satisfaction. Laboratory observation and
interviews work together so naturally that they are almost
standard components of a usability study run in a lab.

While the focus group is a group interview, focus groups
and laboratory observation are not so obvious partners. For
one thing, the focus group gathers a group of people
together atone time while the laboratory study watches one
or two people at a time. A few studies have linked them in
some way (Denning, 1991), but situations where they are
advantageous are more specialized.

Focus group research has long been a respected method in
marketing research (kzarsfeld, 197? Merton, 1956). Its
hallmark is its “explicit use of the group interaction to

produce &ta and insights that would be less accessible
without the interaction” (12, Morgan). Asking a diverse
group to give opinions of real or potential products and
services quickly clarifies any disagreements among
representatives of target markets for products. The session
also provides data that most people can analyze (Zemke and
Kramlinger, 1982). A video of the session and an
interpretive parsing of the data by opinions or by questions
give the marketers a “feel” for the points of conflict. More
recently, focus groups have begun to move into social

science, communication, and now usability research.

Morgan claims that “What focus groups do best is produce
an opportunity to collect data from groups discussing topics
of interest to the researcher” (21). This means that they are
informal, but somewhat controlled by the questions the
researcher poses (there are always tangents and the effect of
social discussion that shape it as well). When they deal
with questions that people can discuss in pubIic they give
good feedback about why people hold particular opinions.
They add a depth to interview research that comes out of
that group stimulation.

Thus, laboratory observation and focus groups are strange
bedfellows in situations where the usability questions focus
exclusively on HOW a user acts, or HOW
SUCCESSFULLY a user acts, or on WHY a user acts.
Bug when clients’ questions link up the HOW and WHY,
the two methods become more comfortable partners.

MULTIPLE METHODS, USABILITY, AND
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The development of interfaces can profit from a multiple
method approach to usability, particularly in a period where
new media are rapidly being integrated into new and
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existing interfaces. A complex task is becoming more
complex, calling more and more for timely and effeetive
information about usability,

Interface designers have long tried to gain perspective on the
complexity of their task by developing guidelines--some
developed from psychology (Gardiner & Christie, 1987),
some from operating system compatibility, and some from
collective wisdom (Gould & Lewis, 1985). They have
valued the user, as attempts to integrate user information
into development show (e.g., Campbell, et al., 1989;
Carroll & Rosson, 1985), but the task is huge.

Nielsen (1990), when commenting on the challenges of
designing multimedia interfaces, puts it this way:

“[Actually] modern interaction techniques only increase
the need for the designer to pay attention to the
usability principles since these techniques increase the
degree of fkedom in the interface design by an order of
magnitude. There are only so many ways to ruin a
design with 12 function keys and 24 lines of 80
characters, but a 19 inch bit-mapped display with
stereophonic sound can bean abyss of confusion for
the user (117).”

Nielsen’s order of magnitude example does not mention the
variety of uses for these interfaces, or the range of users and

their jobs, or the social constraints (such as crowded offices)
that may also affect which combinations of media are
effective for what tasks. A wealth of office information
system research and some of the findings of the researchers
who favor a design process that integrates usability suggest
that these other factors are important and complex.

The addition of new media creates tensions in the work of
the interface designer, as it becomes clearer that an
experimental approach to usability alone cannot generate
information quickly enough about the multiplicity of
factors at work when users encounter multimedia interfaces.
Theory about how the media work together for the users is
needed to organize the multitude of choices, as is quickly
gathered and flexible feedback during development.

Part 2: A Case Study Using the Multiple
Methods of Laboratory Observation and a
Focus Group

This case presents a somewhat unconventional deployment
of a focus group; it is offered as an example that can be
used to discuss the feasibility of pairing these methods
rather than as an exemplar. The party line in marketing
research is that focus groups are used to probe the
understanding of people familiar with a product, process,
service, activity (Zemke and Kramlinger, 1982). Though
some use it more broadly -- to get initial reactions to new

ideas, products, etc. and to conduct qualitative research
(Morgan, 1988) -- the obvious way to link the focus group
to the laboratory observation is to use it afterward, to let
users become oriented to the system then to run a focus
group later. This is a particularly good idea in situations
where a period of using is important. Users can get started
in the lab (where they are observed), go home/work to use
the system for a time, and then meet in a focus group to

discuss learning, preferences, how it fit into various use
environments, and soon (Denning’s study addresses this
situation). But, with prototypes under development, not all
features are operational in the ways that the system will
later work. Thus, extended experience with the prototype
will not simulate actual use of the ultimate system, nor
will users learn that much more about the system. Work
with prototypes encourages a more unconvential use of
focus groups, one where the users know less about the
product when they enter the session.

DESIGN OF STUDY

The Development Team for the product in this study wanted
to know more about how intuitive the interface is and about
what future features users want in their database under
development. A study design problem was: how to get
converging evidence about intuitiveness without alerting
subjects. After consultation with the client, a two-pronged
attack (observation/interview of individual users and a focus
group) was adopted to explore the following questions:

1) how easy is it for users (those projected as casual users
in particular) to search a test database accompanying
the interface? (Baseline information)

2) what do users think the language and icons used mean?

3) how well can users navigate potentially difficult
features of the interface?

4) how well do users like the interface?

5) what futures do users want developed in the future?

The study’s focal questions asked users to orient themselves
in diffetent ways: the “ease-of-use” questions requhed
hands-on, local, experiential knowledge, while the “features
of the future” questions required global thinking and vision
(See Figure 1 for breakdown of questions). Thus, the study
used a two-fold approach:

. Six users (volunteers from the company) were observed
using the test database and interviewed about their
preferences after gaining some “hands-on” experience,
ad

. Five different users (also volunteers from the company)
attended a focus group where they the interface was
demonstrated and they were asked about their opinions
on development issues.
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Focus Actions Lab Focus
Observation & Group
Interview

1/ Baseline check searching skill ~
ask opinion of success
ask opinion of ease 4 d

2/ Language .k what words rnean~
ask what icons mean
compare menus (A& B) 4 ;

3/ Working Features moving around
enter info/start search d

select/display full record d
select/execute OK d

CANCEL 4
move forward/back d

through list 4
SELECT ALL d

manipulating data
FILTER 4

browse list d
expand a query :
invoke history

opinions d 4

4/Preferences survey data ~
interview data

5/Ideal System opinions about
ideal functions 4
ideal services d

how this system rates

strengths d d
weaknesses d 4

opinions about future development d

Table 1: Information the Multiple Methods Yield for the Research Questions

In order to generate converging evidence, overlap was
worked into the sessions as possible. For example, the
focus group started with a demonstration of the searches

that the single session users were asked to perform. Of
course, the two sessions could not b: isomorphic because
the demonstration leader of the focus: group handled the
keyboard for five people. Further, focus group participants
were focused on discussing, the single subjects on acting.
Thus, much of the time the two groups were generating
complementary data.

Data Collection: Laboratory Observation
Searches. In the single sessions users were in a word
processor and were asked to start the prototype and perform
several searches. The originat staling point was inside
another application because it is likely that they will use
the database in that way.

A sample query was:

You m interested in what marketing research is

available on multimedia applications. Your
particularly interested in risks involved in marketing
these products.

Language and Icons. Users examined the icons using a
color screen dump and told what they thought was behind
each icon. Then they tried to place seven commands and
options into two potential menu bars and select the better
menu bar. Finally, they looked at all the language in the
menu bar, new search box, and main interface. They told
what they thought various words and options meant.
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Features. Users were then asked to explore how features
work. They would be asked to perform various tasks --
some navigational in nature, dealing more with handling
the resulting data.

Constraints. Laboratory conditions, learning, and the
number or participants were constraints in this study. A
long range goal of the product is to improve use
information. The laboratory test used a test database and
could determine how users respond to certain feattms, but
could not project the problems a larger database would
introduce.

Learning was another constraint. We would have liked to
query users about language before they had a chance to use
the system, for example. But, a strong measure of
intuitiveness is ability to immediately search. Thus, the
searches had to go first, as we could not risk the language
discussion teaching users how to search. By the time we
got to exploring features, then, it is reasonable to assume
that some people learned how to answer the questions
though their experience earlier in the session. Because the
searches were short, the potential of a learning confound is
modest. Finally, Six users--three casual and three more
advanced-- can point to mends and to problems but cannot
conclusively demonstrate. They more easily point out
negatives than they confirm positive features.

Data Collection: Focus Group
The two hour focus group session began with introductions
and questions about the participants current database use
habits. Then there was a demonstration of the prototype and
question-answering, followed by a posing of questions
related to thes ystem specifically. More general questions,
related to the future development of the product, came late
in the session.

Demonstrating the Process. Early in the session, the
demonstrate searched the test database for the same queries
that single users searched for above while the leader narrated
what was happening and why. This gave the participants
an introduction to how the prototype works that was
necessary for them to answer the first group of questions
about the system.

This round of questions focused on responses to the

database’s operation, icons, language,saving work, setting
up personal and group profiles, displaying information, and
browsing. For example:

. What queries do you think you’d use frequently?

. What would you do if you’re getting no hits?

. Do you think you’ll use the system more to look for
general information or to find a specific item?

. When information is displayed on the screen, what
information wotdd you like displayed? How would
you like the information to be formatted?

Projecting the Future. Before the questions on future
developments, how the interface would come upon wxeens
was demonstrated, as were icons that represented further
database developments. This was used as a basis for
discussing their opinions of future developments and their
priorities.

This round of questions explored responses to the future
developments, the icons, ideal systems, and training. For
example:

. What would you like added to this system in the
future?

. How would you make it seem accessible, “next door”?

. What kind of training would you/most people need to
use this application?

. What would make the interface more intuitive, easy-to-
use, and convenient to use?

Constraints. The focus group got its experience of the
prototype through demonstration and discussion rather than
through hands-on experience. They never got the
opportunity tQ use the keyboard and thus could not give
feedback on micro-use issues (e.g., did you have any trouble
using NEXT and PREVIOUS?). Because they learned
through demonstration, they tended to think the system was
easier to use than users who tried to actually use it, in
much the same way we watched demonst.mtions of desktop
publishing products and thought they would take half an
hour to learn. This led them to discount the amount of
documentation and training that would be necessary for the
successful introduction of the working system.

Finally, lxcause they watched a screen and listened to a
script that directed their attention to various features, they
actually noticed more of prototype’s interface than the
single-users did. This led them to notice more elements of
the screen than the laboratory users did, but not in a natural,
intuitive, or untutored way. They saw more as we wished

them to see, This constraint was a potential weakness for
this type of focus group -- one with the correct users but
with none having experience with the product at hand.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THIS
DESIGN

The design had a kind of situational strength that would make
me repeat it again: it provided information on the client’s key
questions in a timely fashion and in a way that allowed a
limited number of users to give several types of feedback on
the prototype. Because the client had many exploratory
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questions to be answered, the focus group of potential users
could probe those questions in a shepherded manner. Because

the client needed baseline information about the usability of
the interface as well, the laboratory observation could point

to any clear stumbling blocks for typical users.

In other situations, this design WOUICInot remain the same.
From the standpoint of converging measures, the design
would be “stronger” (design-wise), for example, if it used the
same subjects for the laboratory observation as it did for the
focus group. The repetition of the subjects, would make the
converging evidence fmm the two methods less noisy, at
least theoretically. As it is, the converging measures (see
table 1 where both method share a check) are confounded by
differing users and by differing types of experience. This cam
be demonstrated through a general finding. One group
thought the interface much easier to use than the other.
Which? The focus group. But which had more experience to
use in judging its ease-of-use? The 1aboratory group. They
did not have comparable experience with the prototype.
From the standpoint of complementary measures, though,

the variety in experience may have given richer feedback to
the group. In situations where varied feedback is the order of
the day, the current design is more desirable.

Several problems arose during the study that deserve some
thought,

It was dijjicult to coordinatetapproximate two radically
different experiences of the systeminto one interpretation qf
the results.

It was more dificult to write out thal interpretation quickly.

Although I tried to acknowledge the differences in the types
of data provided by the laboratory obuxvation and the focus
group, I found them hard to write about in one report. It was
easier to quote numbers of users who could successfully
locate some information, or times, OII-types of process
problems than it was to classify the range of responses
generated by the focus group. It was more comfortable
following a user work through a process than it was to
follow a group ebb and swell through a discussion.

As a way to force myself to take both methods seriously, I
started with the focus group, genemwd some hypotheses, and
then tested them against the single subjects. That produced
some modest coordination. But the I’bcus group was better at
visionary discussion than the laborat,ary users, so cross-
checking them against one another did not do either method
justice.

types of data, and it was more difficult to fit it into a report-
like argument. I had difficulty quickly relating appropriate

contextual information as I moved from observation to focus
group, or vice versa.

Longer qualitative studies, often are months or years in
inte~retation and writing and have the “luxury” (it’s pain
really) to synthesize data intQ narratives that are rich with
nuance. To the extent that the interpretation of focus groups
resembles those slowly developing narratives of

anthropology and sociology, the more difficult they become
to write quickly. This is a potential deterrent to their use, as
researchers may think that the extra time or effort necessary
to yoke focus group findings to other observation is not
worthwhile.

A real question for focus groups in the study of the usability
of interface prototypes is: can they be interpreted quickly
enough? Since I was able to write the analysis in a week, I
offer a tentative “yes.” But I also felt that I was rushing the
interpretation of the data. We need to think hard about the
reporting of studies that contain findings from multiple
methods that are not usually employed together.

CONCLUSION

Laboratory observation and focus groups are usefully
complementary for usability reseamh that addresses user
responses to an interface under development. They provide
diverse input on key interface issues of look and feel,
accessibility, and intuitiveness. Though not the “ideal”
pairing of methods for all situations, as responses to a
combination of HOW and WHY questions that explore the
possible features of an emerging interface, they can add
interesting complementary information.

The need for complementarily is great in reseamh methods
that address the usability of computer interfaces. Since the
focus in such studies is on speed and richness of feedback on
issues important to the interface (such as accessibility,
intuitiveness, look and feel, and navigation), multiple
methods that complement each other and can be stitched
together quickly are desirable to usability nxearchers.
Harnessing multiple methods to this task is not a simple and
easy answer (as this extended example shows), but it is one
that holds promise for increasing the quality of usability
feedback on products under development.

As a second way to coordinate them, I returned tQ the
questions of the study and sorted the data into five piles --
those related to each client question. This worked somewhat
better. because each method had at least one question to

itself, and thus was clearly included in the report. But, it was
difficult to build art interpretation that used two distinctive
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